
1 Remarks on Static Mechanism Design

1.1 Revenue Equivalence

The result that the allocation rule q(θ) determines the expected payoffs

of the participants in a mechanism goes often under the name of Revenue

Equivalence Theorem. It relies on a few assumptions:

1. The type spaces of the agents are convex sets, typically intervals on

the real line.

2. Players’ utilities are convex in own type, often linear.

3. Utilities are differentiable in type.

Under these conditions, the well known formula

U(θ) = U(θ) +

∫ θ

θ
uθ(s, q(s))ds

is unambiguous and valid. In the case of dominant strategy mechanisms,

q(θ) should be interpreted as the allocation for a fixed announcement by the

other players. For Bayes Nash mechanisms, it should be interpreted as the

expected allocation when the other players are announcing truthfully.

There are a number of recent papers that deal with revenue equiva-

lence when convexity and/or differentiability fail. A relatively simple recent

contribution is ”Mechanism Design Without Revenue Equivalence” by Car-

bajal and Ely. Another recent contribution to revenue equivalence is Kos

and Messner (2010) ”Extremal Incentive Compatible Transfers”. Kos and

Messner also touch on the issue of type dependent IR constraints. The paper

by Rahman cited below adds a third angle to studying revenue equivalence.

1.2 Surplus Extraction with and without Budget Balance

There are numerous papers relaxing the conditions in Cremer and McLean

(1985,1988) and extending their scope beyond the finite-type model. Some

of these are covered in the previous lecture notes, but I would like to draw
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your attention to ”Detecting Profitable Deviations” by Rahman. It is not

an easy read, but it gives the most general conditions that I know for full

extraction results. A wide variety of other results are also shown and an

instructive discussion of the general result on dominant strategy incentive

compatible allocation rules (a la Rochet) is also given.

1.3 Bayesian and Dominant Strategy Mechanisms

It is often hard to see how different allocations that can be implemented via

BNE can be from those implementable in dominant strategies. A nice recent

paper ”On the Equivalence of Bayesian and Dominant Strategy Implemen-

tation in a General Class of Social Choice Problems” by Goeree and Kushnir

(Building on Manelli and Vincent (2010) shows that in a well defined sense,

for all BNE implementable allocations in linear environments, there exists a

dominant strategy mechanism that results in same interim expected payoffs

for all agents in the game.
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